
I am waking up next to my son in his farm. We both have to travel to an Italian island but he has a direct flight while I have to make to an English airport. I then go down to his mother hoping she can take me to the airport but she shows me how there was a big earthquake in the island.

I am watching a basketball game of an Arab team against a European. As I look at the girls playing in the Arab team I notice that there are some European looking ones. As I look more carefully I see that each player represents a nation and they are being divided into two big teams.

I am in an apartment looking out of the window. I then see an old classmate hanging down a bed sheet to escape from prison. He actually manages and then run to a foreign police station. All my other friends also manage to escape but the last one makes a mistake and goes back in to prison.

I am in a parking lot near my mountain village and try to discuss with the children of my neighbour where I should put my installation. Talking with one of them I realize that I will either way need to make it much higher than the perimeter. As I walk away I think I better build it elsewhere.

I am at an a airport and show the security guard a Russian passport I found. There is my photo on but the guard immediately sees that there is something wrong. He then sends me to a police woman and I just show her my Italian ID saying that I was to lazy to show it to the guard.

I am in my Dutch house playing ball with a commissioner from my native highland. He then tells me of his recent trip to the Palestinian territory and I ask him if he visited a town at the boarder. I explain to him that activists there try to break through it but there is nothing historical to see.

I am in a big house talking to an old lady on how we could be relatives. My neighbour's daughter comes in and I realize that we are supposed to cook. I left some pasta on the stove and she gets angry saying it is overcooked. I then put a ball on my head pretending to be a cartoon character.  

I am in a small car driving through a village with a friend and reach a pub with a bad guy waiting us on his motorcycle. We then start driving much faster before he catches up with us and get in a small tunnel. I hope we can loose him but my friend turns suddenly around to face him.

I am in a big house with my mountain neighbours waiting outside and see that the hunter fussing about my art installation has brought me a present for my kids. I first think it is only crap but then see that the box where the presents are is a nice bed and there is a small kitchen inside.

I am going up the staircase of a condominium and meet reach the top floor. My insurance agent friend lives there with his family and I try to convince him to come to a big city with me. I suddenly realize that I am going there to get an insurance from another agent and tell him not to come.

I am walking through a mall with my daughter and find a small shop promoting the sale of orange patches. I first think it is for fixing shoes and want to buy some but can only find red patches. As I look more carefully I notice that they are all triangular and they are used for fixing footballs.

I am in a big palace with a student from a famous university. She actually leads me outside to meet her other fellow students and we end up going through a labyrinth. I then tell her of all the radio broadcasts I am listening about French philosophers but she is not showing any interest.

I am at a small restaurant with a Chinese immigrant. She actually speaks Italian and we go up to the cash desk to check the menu. She first wants some noodles but then order rice. I then order noodles and we seat down in a small table with a black immigrant who can also speak Italian.

I am in the studio of an old American artist. I am actually watching her drawing with a small crowd of people she doesn't have any eraser left. I then volunteer to go and buy one for her but she also follows me down the stairs hugging me from behind. I feel embarrassed and just caress her back.

I am walking with my best friend through my father native village in the mountains. I thought it was going to rain and did not want to go for a walk but we reach the outskirt of the village that the weather is still very good. I then tell my friend how lucky we were with it but he doesn't care.

I am in a very big cave with beautiful graffiti and want to take a picture but there are young artists living there. They are actually giving a presentation and I take a sit among them. A girl then shows a film she made of one of them running through the cave and going out spitting a lot of blood.

I am in a public toilette but see that there is a man with a stick wanting to beat everyone going out. I then make it inside a small boat and seat in the very front where there is also a toilette. As I am about to pooh the boat arrives in a small harbour and the captain asks me for a lot of money.

I am in a metal workshop planning where to build my cube installation. It will end up next to the road and I tell the curator that we should find another spot. We then start walking next to a river and I ask if it is possible to install it during a music festival but she has to think about it.

I am walking back to my native village and stop at the old place where my stepfather's grandmother lives. I then go inside and get ready to shower but realize that the bathroom is fully renovated. There is another family living there and I try to pack my things but they come back home.

I am in an old friend's villa and see that there are many people working. I follow a group of them transporting timber to a warehouse and meet my friend. He then tells me that he is planning a major renovation. I then tell him that I can help him decide how to arrange all the logistics. 

I am on the phone talking to my Swedish supervisor. She tells me that they really miss me at my former department and they want me back. She even says that I did an excellent job but I tell her that I did not. She insists and offers me to join the department again even to teach a few courses.

I am in a car with some friends and drive up a hill. They want to take a walk there but we don't know any trails. I then remember of another friend living nearby and we go visit him. He then suggests to do a trail together where we can also bring our guitars and play in different stations.

I am in a flooded field with my son and a man who is teaching us how to fish. We are actually with most of our bodies inside but the water is not clear enough to see through. The man chews a small plumb and the throws it to catch a fish. I can't see it clearly even after he pulls it up.

I am in my Dutch studio working when a famous Swedish artist comes in. She looks through my work but the notices a small microphone hanging from the ceiling. She wants to borrow it and I first test if it works. I manage to connect it to some small speakers but hear a strange sound.

I am with a friend in a big tax office and take a seat waiting for our turn to present my declaration. As soon as we seat a whole group of kids stands up to go out. I then stretch my hand to give five to each of them and they all get very enthusiast but I can see that my friend is very embarrassed.

I am in a my family villa with my son. We walk outside and find that it has been fully renovated. I actually need to pee and do so on the street but see that a couple is approaching. I then turn around and keep peeing on a bush but soon realize that the couple could be the new owners.

I am on a sailing boat with my old friends when one of them tells us to capsize it. He is actually the owner and wants to get some insurance money from it. My friends then all stand on one side of the boat while I try to flip it down the mast. We actually manage and wait to be rescued.

I am walking down to a village and hear a guy in front of me talking on the phone. He is saying that he is supporting the populist party and that the latter has created some local cultural centers. He then compares them to wheelbarrows that can also excavate but I don't get the metaphor.

I am going outside of a mall and find myself next to a hill. I find that it is quite beautiful but then realize that there it is part of a modern building. I then walk down among other building trying to sing an old American song. I want to sing it to my son but I have completely forgot the words.

I am in the attic of a big house and tell my girlfriend that I was just shortlisted for a PhD position in a Norwegian university. She gets worried that we will have to move there and I also start wondering what to do if I get accepted but then realize that we can be there while she in maternity leave.

I am checking a map of western Africa and decide to drive to a capital city there even though there might be a civil war. I manage to get in the city center but there are a lot of black people walking on the road. I then try to get in a parallel road but have to make a U turn on to the opposite side. 

I am walking in the Swedish capital with my Polish friend and his girlfriend. As we talk about the kind of work the latter is doing we reach a restaurant where our Colombian friend works. I start to look at how the chairs are glued together and my friends try to order for him Colombian cheese.

I am in an airport looking for the right check-in desk. I find one going to the city I have to go to but it is not the right airline. I then ask an American backpacker to help me out and he lets me talk to a steward. The latter just shows me that my gate number is already written on my ticket.

I am in my dead grandparents' place outside the bathroom. My aunt is putting some make up inside and comes back out to search for a towel. I then also search for it and realize that my stepfather is there with a family friend. The latter is very silent and I ask him how is his grandchildren.

I am walking through a small zoo talking to an older man about a pair of wolves they keep there. As we are about to reach them I realize that I am holding the man's daughter by the arm. She is much younger than me but he doesn't mind it and I decide to start holding her by the hand.

I am with my son in a forest and see him taking a path but tell him that we should take another. I then show him how I get on top of a fallen tree but I suddenly step on a squirrel with a very long tale. He doesn't want to move and I try to continue further without stepping on his tale again.

I am with my sister at night checking my mountain installation site. As we turn our lights on we realize that the building material has disappeared. We then get the hunter from the field above and start torturing him to tell us what happened. I put his head underwater but he keeps silent.

I am visiting a governmental building with my old friends and meet another old friend working there. I keep seated while they start to celebrate together but see that my friend is wearing a fancy suit upside down. I can also hear him telling everyone to spend more money and dress up like him.

I am in a cabin in the mountains ready to celebrate my birthday with that of my friends. They arrive that I am in the kitchen and I decide to give my best friend the present I bought for him. It is a Swedish ax and I give it to him but then realize that I have no presents for my other friends.

I am in an ancient villa and see that my girlfriend at the end of a big portico on the opposite side of the garden. I then walk through it and realize that she is actually talking to my old carpenter. As I get closer I see that the latter has only his underwear on and is kissing her with her consent.

I am walking in the countryside with my old friend and see a small peninsula on a river. We actually already had a party there once but decide to go again. As we reach it the sun has already set and we have no lights for the night. My best friend insists to anyway stay there to party.

I am at a fair checking a stand with a lot of books. On the opposite side a guy recognizes me and tells me that one of my publications is topping all major books. I then wonder which one it is and he takes a small brochure out with an essay I wrote about a small village for my stepfather.

I am driving with my girlfriend in front of a small airport searching for a place where to park. We keep driving around and I finally decide to drive in the underground parking lot. As we reach the bottom I get out of the car and suddenly remember that my girlfriend just cheated on me.

I am in a big supermarket and get a few cheap rechargers for my camera batteries. I want to try them write away after paying for them but realize that one is to charge small lamps and the other is actually a music player. I then turn on the later but realize that it is for Spanish speakers.

I am in a field that the municipality has assigned me to build my installation. It is actually much lower down than the field I bought for it and I get ready to go home. I then get on my racing bike and follow another biker. It is hard to do so uphill but then I change gear and go much faster.

I am at the foot of a Sardinian mountain with my family and start walking across it even though it is getting late. I actually find a crack on the rock to follow and hear my girlfriend telling me to come back but I want to see where it takes me. As I finally decide to walk back I see two snakes.

I am in a suburb with two guys and a girl and discuss together where to eat. The girl wants to eat at a vegan place where she has already booked for us but the guys realize it is too far away. They then ask me what to do and I tell them just to walk there and see if we find something better.

I am walking down a dune and see a guy biking across it. I then follow him and realize that he is a super hero. He starts jumping in the sky but an older man is already training there and goes against him. The super hero let's him go through his body but the guy manages to wrestle him down.

I am the laboratory of an old couple and watch them demonstrate a robotic table lamp. It can move back and forward but it doesn't look so special. It doesn't even have a porpoise but as I look closer I realize that it can be used a robotic knee. I then tell the man that my stepfather is a surgeon.

I am with three guys on a big road waiting for a public bus. We need to get to the airport on time for our flight and I see a private bus directed there. They tell me not to get on that one and we wait for the public bus. As it arrives we find that it first goes to another city before the airport.

I am working on my mountain installation with my spiritual friend. Suddenly there is an helicopter flying above us and I try to hide but it lands on my field. Two politicians comes out saying they won't allow me to build my installation. I then get in their helicopter and to smash their furniture.

I am seating on a sofa with the daughter of my parents old neighbours. As we decide to watch an old Russian movie she tells me to look at her. She then kisses me but I don't find her attractive with her head completely shaved. I try to grab her breast but it is too small and I don't feel anything.

I am with my kids and girlfriend in a small grocery shop. We get a lot of vegetables but don't find anyone to pay them. My girlfriend then leaves a lot of money on the counter and I tell her to wait. I then check through the vegetables she got and realize they are worth far less money.

I am walking along a river going downstream on the right bank. I really want to swim but there is only sun on the opposite side. I then decide to cross the river further down but find a small bridge right away. There are kids swimming underneath and I realize that the current is way too strong.

I am getting in a taxi and the driver finds that I have a criminal record after I used a ministry villa to party. He calls a colleague to find out more about it but realize that I can make a lot of money selling the photos I took there. I tell him the amount and he calculates all the money I can make.

I am walking around a swimming pool realizing that I have just enlisted in a swimming team there. As I start considering to enlist in the top team I read a saying explaining all the kind of techniques that are taught there. It is way too advanced for me and I will barely manage the lower level.

I am walking in a shop with two other guys. We are actually looking for a tripod and one of them finds a big one with a mirror to use as a camera flash. We continue to the counter and the shop owner shows us that all the other tripods have been sold but a plastic one that is middle size.

I am at fascist rally and seat next to a fat skinhead. I pretend to be also a fascist and start talking to him. He then tells me that he was at a fascist rally in a Swiss town but my sister soon comes and tells me to go eat somewhere else. He then understands I am not a fascist and gets angry.

I am in a city at night and reach a harbour where I meet a girl waiting for a boat. I hear kids around her saying that she is very unlucky and the boat in fact is unable to reach her. The captain stretches her arm and makes us get on board. A lot of other people get in and I try to get a free seat.

I am in an office taking part of a workshop when one of the organizers sees my photos in a shelf. He then asks about it and I have to explain everyone that they are a record of three years of activities. I want to make a point that I have started the project much earlier but no one is interested.

I am on a beach looking at three guys competing with one another. They have to run around a set of sand castles and stop at each one. Finally one of the guys manages to catch up with another and only two keep competing. They are equally fast and the game seems never to stop.

I am in a city when the king comes saying that the enemy is at the gate. He wants eight soldiers to go with him and I also go. We then ride our horses through the city and the guy in front of me gets shot. I can see his horse crashing through the door where the sniper is and hitting the latter.

I am seating in a small kitchen with my Norwegian friend and his Japanese wife. I suddenly realize how beautiful it would have been to also have our Colombian friend and our Russian friend. I then realize that my friend regularly meet the former back home while I regularly meet the latter.

I am in a living room with a blond lady and she takes me in a smaller room. I find it too hot there and want to leave but she insists that we go out for a beer there. I then find the excuse that I first want to go home to get changed and I do so but get a phone call from her boyfriend.

I am watching an Indian man and a woman getting married in an island. The latter is the wife of a Japanese general who is actually there. He then gets out of a restaurant proclaiming that they are reimposing sanctions on the island. Meantime the Indian man is killed and his wife kidnapped.

I am in a dining room with my stepfather. Opposite to us is a blind lady and I realize that she is pointing a small cannon against us. I then stand up but the canon projects a movie about red bricks from a cathedral. They actually contains a very expensive kind of drug she is trying to hide.

I am biking with my parents in the countryside and we end in a city. I have no idea why but then my mother explains that she is taking me and my stepfather to a shop. She wants to buy us some new clothes and I am happy about it but the shops only sells polo t-shirts which I dislike.

I am with some old family friends showing them a go-kart I ma trying to paint with a logo. They actually start driving away with it saying that they have the machine to do so at home. I then follow them there but their house is very small and they start complaining about the neighbour's dogs.

I am in the Swedish capital going with my rollerblades on the main road. As I turn to a side road it actually gets quite dangerous and I decide to put my shoes back on. There are some big dogs ahead so I seat on the road to remove them but some small dogs comes barking behind me.

I am walking around a beautiful university park and cross a woman who believes that I am a famous horse rider. She then tells me that my competition is not here but in a park identical to this one on the other side of the city. She shows me a map and I realize that it is perfectly mirrored.

I am watching a movie about a young German student who has just completed an electric tower. His fellow students are still working on it and his teacher praise him for his handcraft. As she shows how he made the tower of wood he has quickly chiseled himself the Nazis comes to get everyone.

I am on a commuter train going on an elevated railroad. As we approach a stop I realize that the municipality there has allowed me to build my cube installation as part of the station. I actually stay on the train and see my Polish friend performing with his guitar to thank the municipality.

I am watching a movie about a guy really much in love with a girl. They are seating on the floor of a small apartment and the girl gives him a needle as a present. The guy then understands that she doesn't want him and leaves but his friend is also there and he breaks up with his girlfriend.

I am in a crowded school and see a small boy with a tattoo on his forehead throwing a box filled with shit down on the other students. The guards manage to stop but I see him running to a river outside and jumping inside with another girl who has just committed suicide but is still alive.

I am with my family and come by my architect office to leave him a document. His not happy about it but his assistants look at it and we start building a prototype on the floor. They need to calculate how much rope I need to roll it around a metal bar. The architect is still upset and I leave.

I am in a second hand shop looking for radios. The Indian owner shows me a model I like but it is already booked. I then see an old TV and ask how much it is. He is willing to sell it at a very price even though it is its own. I then bring it home to try it and change channel to see it works well.

I am in a hotel room and realize that my old Greek friend is sleeping next door. I then try to open my door to wish him good night but it can only open a little bit. My friend is talking to another university friend of ours. He is on the opposite side of the corridor also with his door slightly opened.

I am on a beach and decide to cut my hair. I then walk up to an apartment and wait for the local hairdresser to get free. She actually walks out to do grocery but a costumer arrives and she walks back in with her. I then also get inside and realize my hairs are already cool as they are.

I am watching a movie about two guys running out of a collapsing building. They then find the perfect excuse to cash their life insurances. One of the guys then takes the other guy's phone to record a video for his girlfriend pretending that he is still captured inside the collapsed building.

I am visiting an American university with a guide telling me how Chinese students have completely invaded their facilities. We actually come to the kitchen and I see only Chinese students preparing Chinese food. I then comment that they must also spend a lot of time drinking green tea.

I am in a small harbour searching for a boat to take me and my family to a small island. There are only stands selling tickets to do a trip of the whole archipelago and I ask a lady selling ice-cream. She is busy serving costumers but turns out to very kind and she tells to go to a friend of her.

I am with my girlfriend walking in an old city. We actually want to visit the main church and I see one down a road to our left. It is very small but can see that there are people walking outside bending down not to hit their head. As we reach it I notice that there is a much bigger church.

I am standing outside a condominium where I just moved to with my family. I am actually across the road to fetch some sun before the weather turns gray. There is a guy flirting with a bartender around the corner and I try to move further away so that I can fix my belt and still enjoy the sun.

I am in an office with my Greek friend and he tells me about our former university teacher. He says that he was a very good composer but way too strict. Once they were writing a symphony together and my friend proposed him a minor change so that the producer would like it but he refused.

I am in an empty pub where I have been invited to a meeting with some local drug dealers. One is already seating in a long table smoking and I also take a seat but on the opposite side where we can't really talk. I then greet him and start wondering whether I should find an excuse to leave.

I am in a library and get a message from a beautiful girl seating there. She writes how much she loves me and sends me all sort of icons. One of them is even of my favorite philosopher. I then decide to seat next to her and try to start a conversation but she is very cold and doesn't want to talk.

I am in a cave with two other warriors. We are actually trying to live like ancient Greek heroes and I tell them that they will have to use a strangely shaped knife to peal a living fish. Each one of us have one and it starts running around. I try to run after it and stub it but it doesn't want to die.

I am in my mountain apartment and go to the bathroom. Under the sink there is a green fire and I realize that my daughter is burning. She is still very much alive but I am completely in panic and do not know how to turn the fire off. It turns off by itself and she is just a little burnt in the face.

I am walking up a dirt road with my spiritual friend talking about the nature around us. I am not so interested and I realize that I am loosing my train. We reach a small station and I realize that I am also getting very late for my flight. I then ask two black guys with a pick up to bring us there.

I am in a palace with my daughter looking outside when we see a lady with a kid below. We then realize that it is my step-cousin's wife. I go down to greet her even though I forgot her name and I don't know the sex of her kid. The latter has a pony tale and I assume she is a girl but she is not.

I am in a field having a picnic with my girlfriend. I actually have to pee and go a higher up where I see an old woman walking on a path. I assume it goes all the way up a mountain and want to go there with my girlfriend but then remember that she is pregnant and cannot walk anywhere.

I am in a hotel with a group of journalists and when of them asks me if I want to visit Jesus birth place. I actually want to go directly to where he was killed and start walking behind some tourists. I start singing an Arab hymn but realize that I am still in a Jewish city and they might get upset.

I am talking to a girl about how I invented ice-cream. She doesn't believe me but I explain to her that I was on a boat carrying ice from North America to India and we reached an island with a lot of bananas. As they started melting we combined them with the ice and invented the first ice-cream.

I am watching a movie about a group of rebels conquering the headquarter of a dictator. They actually start taking out all his staff and putting them in a van but the last person does not want to get arrested. She is the dictator's secretary and has been writing down everything he has ever said.

I am playing a video-game with my son driving a special vehicle on a mission. It has to go across a battlefield before the battle erupts but the enemies already know about their passage and put a roadblock. We manage to drive on the side of it through a field but the enemies shoot rockets at us.

I am seating on a bus going down a mountain at night. We actually reach the bottom and it starts driving through an empty beach. I first think that the trip would have never been possible during the day when the beach is crowded but then realize that I am on an island and no one lives there.

I am at a university and meet my old Greek friend. I then remember that I have one of his Japanese animations I want to give him back. As I look through my suitcase I realize I have all of them. He gets them but also tells me he has my animations and forgot the password to access them.

I am attending a conference panel and check the schedule to see where I want to go next. I actually propose the people there to all go to another panel in the city. The Lithuanian people have there professor giving a boring lecture elsewhere but the Spanish people decide to follow me.

I am walking on a street next to a coast. As I check the small villas there I realize that my tractor is parked outside one of them. I then think I should have cover it up to protect it from the rain. It is actually doing very fine with no visible rust and think that it must be a very dry weather there. 

I am seating outside a cafe and see two guy on a rickshaw coming our way. I then call the driver like the former prime minister and I realize it is actually his name. The bar tender then comes out to give us the menu so that we can order quickly and leave without causing any further troubles.


